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Context:
- Emerging discussions on issues as «directionality» that innovation should take to
address ‘Grand Societal Challenges’ and Global Agenda 2030; values in the bases of
innovation; legitimacy and responsibility of innovation processes…
- «Normative turn» in innovation theory, policy and practice.

Objective of sessions:
- Present and have a dialogue between different approaches to address these issues
analyze innovation policy and practice from a normative standpoint.
- Bring frames, concepts and specific examples of application of normative analysis
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The quest for public value from innovation: directionality, legitimacy and responsibility in
innovation policy
Lisa Dale-Clough, Barbara Ribeiro, Elvira Uyarra
Manchester Institute of Innovation Research
à Discusses the potential and implications of responsible research and innovation ideas

Building Blocks of a Typology of Social Innovation – Understanding the Intended Level of
Change
Marthe Zirngiebl
TUDO
à explores types, processes and impacts of social SI and implications for social transformation

Understanding justice in grassroots innovation practices.
Sergio Belda-Miquel, Victoria Pellicer-Sifres and Alejandra Boni
INGENIO, CSIC-Universitat Politècnica de València
à Connects socio-technical transitions literature with Sen’s capability approach
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-

Increasing importance in literature as a site of innovation for more sustainable and just
societies

-

Grassroots innovations (Seyfang and Smith, 2007):
-

Networks of activists and organizations generating novel bottom-up solutions,
conceptualizacions, arrangements, relationships, etc.

-

Respond to local situations and interests and values of the communities involved.

-

Operate in very different sectors

-

Different forms: cooperatives, social enterprises, informal and neighbour associations...
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Grassroots innovation and normative discussions

-

Key issues in literature: how niches learn, emerge, diffuse and influence a regime.

-

Emerging normative discussions: how they mobilize values, challenge dominant systems,
address the needs of exluded, etc.

-

Consensus that grassroots innovations are building “better” societies, but no clear discussion
why they contribute to that on in which sense and how they built more just societies.

Objectives
Overall objectives
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- Propose a framework which can allow a normative analysis on how and in which
sense a specific grassroots innovation process may be contributing to the
construction of a more just society.

-

[Use of ideas from socio-technical transitions and capability approach].

- Address two specific cases in order to apply and discuss the validity, scope,
relevance, limits and potential of the proposed framework

-

[Energy cooperative and a food purchasing group in Spain]

Theoretical framework
•
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MLP on socio-technical transitions à
•

Comprehensive heuristic framework to understand emergence and action of innovation.

–
–
–
–

“Regime”, dominant practices in a given system.
Niches: spaces with alternative practices.
Landscape: long term economic, environmental, social process
Transitions may take place when regime is pressed by landscape and niches are mature.

Theoretical framework
Relevant “theory of justice” for addressing innovation and transition, as it is focused…
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-

On comparison: not focused on how a perfect society and perfect institutions should be,
but offers criteria to assess if a certain situation os better than another.

-

On means: not focused on outcomes, but on what people has to live the life they value,
not on the ends (resources, assests, recognition, etc.)

These means are Capabilities, real opportunites a person has to lead the life s/he prefers.

Theoretical framework
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Combining socio-technical transitions and capability approach to understand desired
visions and existing practices in niches, in front of regime.

Capabilites of people
operating in dominant
socio-technical
practices

Capabilites of people operating
in existing alternative sociotechnical practices

Capabilties created
after transition
processes

Case studies

Two case studies in two key sectors for CC challenge:
-

-

-

Som energia:
-

Energy cooperative offering sustainable energy services and
producing clean energy. Also lobbying, awareness rising...

-

Operating in the national energy market (essentially
controlled by 5 big companies). In the whole country

-

Technical staff in a central headquarter + commited activist
in local groups developing lobbying, awareness risding, etc.

-

Democratic organization.

-

From 2010. 25.000 members

Food purchasing groups in the area of Valencia
-

Groups of people in the same neighbourhood / university /
town. Contact with local organic producers to buy food
weekly/monthly.

-

”A-legal” and usually informal groups

-

Activist-based (no staff)

-

Democratic organization.

-

Big increase form 2011: around 10 in Valencia, with around
10-40 people each

Both promote alternative provision systems, with
different volume, in different sectors.
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Metholodgy
-

Purely qualitative.

-

Semi-structured interviews to participants with different experience (26)

-

Participant observation

-

Secundary information: webs, plans, policies, etc.
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Cases: Existing and alternative socio-technical systems
REGIME

NICHE
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Production
principles

Maximizing profit, efficiency, productivism

Sustainability, solidarity. Growth is not a must.

Technologies

Centralized and standarized.
Intensive in techno-scientific knowledge

Decentralized
“Extensive”: diverse and local

Governance

Globalization and local specialization.
Concentration
Vertical value chains
Industrial inputs

(Re)Localization. Local diversity.
De-centralization
Horizontal structures and networks
Local inputs

Relation
consummersproducers

Production and purchase as individual acts.
Clear roles for producers and purchasers.
Intermediaries
Centrality of market and price formation

Collective acts
Mixing roles
Limited intermediaries
De-commodification

Support to especialization and big players.
Making market work.

Supporting grassroots processes
Rights-based

Techno-scientific knowledge.
Central role of State and market.

Also local and traditional knowledge
Centrality communities.

Policies
Sources of
knowledge

Cases call for de-carbonized, re-localized, de-centralized and
democratized... Forms of production, distribution and consumption

Results: capabilities expanded
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Both in regime and in niches:
- Capability to have access to food and energy easily, quickly and safely.

In niches:
- Capability to access conveniently. For different reasons.
-

Som Energia offers more information and transparency to take decisions.

-

Food groups help people in transforming consumption patterns.

- Capability of critical thinking
-

Examination of food and energy models

- Capability to decide and control what they consume.
-

Total (FG) or at last partial (SE) control of process of food production-distributionconsumption.

- Capability to protect social and natural goods.
-

In more local terms (FG) or more global (SE)

- Capability to be part of a community and to work in a group
-

In activist groups (FG and SE) and neighbourhoods (FG)

Results: Means for expanding capabilities

- Spaces of participation and democratic control
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-

Promote exchange and discussion, facilitates learning, creates friendship and
confidence.

-

Central for expanding all of the capabilities referred.

- Development of certain narratives, discourses, terms and ideas.
-

For example, the idea of “food sovereignty” or the discourse on a “new energy
model”

-

Relevant for expanding the capabilities for transforming the system, critical
thinking, working in group, building networks.

- Direct contact with producers.
-

In the case of FG

-

Central importance to expand capabilities as critical thinking or taking care of the
territory

- Clear mechanisms, protocols and procedures
-

Simple and systematized systems are highly valued (as Som Energia on-line
procedures and the FG apps for managing).

-

Good organization in general is of key importance to gain new members and keep
them engaged.

Final remarks:
- Initiatives are contributing to more just societies as long as they are
expanding multiple capabilities which were not expanded under dominant
practices

- These capabilities go beyond material aspects of human flourishing, and
connect with political, ethical, emotional and spiritual dimensions.

- Some of the capabilities developed are not just individual, but also
collective.

- Thanks to the creation of material infrastructures of consumption,
relations, organization, shared discourses and networks, among others.

- The proposed framework poses a clear evaluative space (the capabilities),
as well as specific questions to draw into the complex, multidimensional
and contextual processes regarding the construction of more just societies
in grassroots innovation processes.
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